The ability to predict the structural modifications of materials resulting from a broad range of irradiation scenarios would have a positive impact on many fields of science and technology. Established techniques for modelling large atomic systems, such as classical molecular dynamics, are limited by the neglect of the electronic degrees of freedom which restricts their application to irradiation events that primarily interact with atomic nuclei. Ab initio methods, on the other hand, include electronic degrees of freedom, but the requisite computational costs restrict their application to relatively small systems. Recent methodological developments aimed at overcoming some of these limitations are based on methods that couple atomistic models to a continuum model for the electronic energy, where energy is exchanged between the nuclei and electrons via electronic stopping and electron-phonon coupling mechanisms. Such two-temperature molecular dynamics models, as they are known, make it practicable to simulate the effects of electronic excitations on systems with millions, or even hundreds of millions, of atoms. They have been used to study laser irradiation of metallic films, swift heavy ion irradiation of metals and semiconductors, and moderately high ion irradiation of metals.
Introduction
The effects of radiation on materials impacts many scientific and technological fields, ranging from nanotechnology and microelectronics to the nuclear industry and space technology. Radiation has many forms, but in terms of its effects on materials it can be broadly classified into three types: radiation that primarily excites electrons, radiation that primarily excites the nuclei, and radiation that deposits proportionately to both the electrons and the nuclei. Photons and very high energy ions belong to the first class, neutrons and low energy ions belong to the second class, and moderate to high energy ions belong to the third.
Predicting the effect of radiation on materials requires knowledge that spans an enormous range of length and time scales. Defect configurations created on the nanoscale and in the first few picoseconds following an irradiation event continue to evolve over many years resulting in potentially catastrophic degradation of the material properties. It is, therefore, important to understand and characterise defect creation and evolution at all stages of the ageing process to assess whether a material is fit for purpose in a radiation environment.
Classical molecular dynamics (MD) is a powerful method for modelling radiation effects in the early stages following a radiation event, as it can simulate appropriate length (nm) and time (ns) scales. It has enabled many notable advances in the understanding of radiation damage over the past three decades. There are, however, well-known limitations to the method and these are briefly discussed in section 2 of this review. The limitation that is most relevant to the current review is the inability of the conventional MD method to incorporate the effects of electronic excitations, which restricts the class of radiation that can be studied by this method to that which interacts primarily with the nuclei in a material, such as low energy ions. Indeed, some types of radiation only excite electrons, in which case the standard MD method is entirely inappropriate. An example of radiation that interacts solely with electrons is laser irradiation, whereby the photons are absorbed by the material via the excitation of electrons to higher energy levels. Very energetic ions, generally referred to as swift heavy ions (SHI), also interact strongly with the electrons in a material. When an ion moves through a material it gradually loses energy and the energy loss per unit distance is known as the stopping power. There are two main mechanisms for this energy loss. One is the elastic collisions of the moving ion with the nuclei of the material, referred to as nuclear stopping power, and the second is energy loss due to the inelastic scattering of electrons, known as electronic stopping power. The relative amounts of energy loss via the two mechanisms is strongly dependent on the energy of the moving ion, with the typical relationship illustrated in figure 1. For very energetic projectiles, it can be seen that the energy loss is primarily due to electronic stopping power and the cross section for nuclear collisions is extremely low. It follows that conventional MD simulations are not appropriate for modelling the effects of swift heavy ions, which are very high energy projectiles.
Figure 1: A schematic representation of the nuclear (blue) and electronic (red) stopping power as a function of the ion projectile energy. For low energy ions most energy is lost to the nuclei in the material whereas for high energy ions the inelastic electronic interactions dominate the energy loss. At intermediate energies both mechanisms are important.
To address this limitation, augmented MD methods have been developed that couple classical MD to a model for the transfer and diffusion of electronic energy. These efforts were initially developed to simulate laser irradiation of metal films [1] [2] [3] and electron ejection from metal surfaces [4] [5] [6] . A later development extended the model for cascade simulations that enabled the effect of electronic energy loss and electron-phonon coupling to be included in simulations of irradiation with moderate to high energy ions [7] .
In this paper we describe an augmented MD methodology, known as two-temperature molecular dynamics (2T-MD). We give examples of how the method has been used successfully to model laser irradiation, swift heavy ion irradiation and moderate energy ion irradiation. We also show evidence that, for very highly excited electrons, coupling the lattice and the electrons via electron-phonon coupling is not sufficient to capture the full effects of the electronic excitations on the dynamics of the system. Rather, intense excitations affect the interactions between the atoms themselves, in which case it is necessary to employ dynamical interatomic potentials that are parametrised by the electronic temperature. We discuss how such interatomic potentials can be developed by fitting to finite temperature density function theory (DFT) calculations and how they can be employed in classical MD simulations. We conclude with a summary of progress in this research area to date and future challenges.
Simulating radiation effects

Molecular dynamics
The most widely used methodology for simulating radiation effects in materials is molecular dynamics in the form of cascade simulations. Cascade simulations model the effects of a particle interaction with the atoms in a solid by imparting a high velocity to one atom in a simulation cell. This atom, known as the primary knock-on atom or PKA, moves through the crystal and collides with other atoms, also setting them in motion. The resulting collision cascade, as it is known, continues creating an increasing number of mobile atoms until the energies of all atoms have fallen below the threshold required to knock an atom from its lattice site. At this stage the energy of the mobile atoms is shared thermally amongst their neighbours, resulting in a localised region of liquid-like material with a high energy density encapsulated within a cooler crystal structure. As time passes, the energy diffuses through the crystal and the molten region cools, fully or partially recrystallising. Partial recrystallisation leaves behind an amorphous volume embedded in the crystal, but even full recrystallisation generally concludes with many defects that may take the form of isolated vacancies and interstitials, small clusters, or dislocation loops. Cascade simulations, as reviewed in [8] , have made an enormous contribution to the understanding of the fundamental mechanisms involved in radiation damage.
The success of cascade simulations has, of course, been tempered by the usual limitations of MD methods. One limitation is that the size of the simulation cell required to contain the cascade effects increases with increasing PKA energy, with approximately 100 million atoms required to simulate a PKA energy of 500 keV. Another limitation is the use of interatomic potentials that have been fitted to equilibrium conditions, which deviates strongly from the far-from-equilibrium conditions experienced in high energy collisions. This is overcome to some extent by the employment of a universal potential which takes the form of a Coulomb potential times a screening function, such as the Ziegler-Biersack Littmark (ZBL) potential [9] . The ZBL potential is utilised at very close interatomic separations, being merged with the interatomic potential of the material at intermediate separations, and deactivated at larger separations, leaving only the unmodified interatomic potential. It has, however, been noted that the residual defect numbers and defect configurations are quite sensitive to the details of the joining procedure, and so the procedure must be performed with care [10] .
The third limitation, and the one most relevant to the current review, is that classical cascade simulations are restricted to modelling radiation events that transfer energy solely to the nuclei since they neglect the effects of excited electrons. As an ion moves through a solid, the proportion of its energy lost to inelastic electronic scattering increases as the cross-section for nuclear collisions decreases (figure 1). These effects attracted significant interest in the late 1980s and early 1990s when a few seminal papers [11] [12] [13] were published. Thereafter, it became standard practice to include the effects of electronic stopping by introducing a friction term to the MD equations of motion. In these classical simulations there is no facility for describing the electronic energy therefore the energy dissipated by electronic stopping is lost by the system. Consequently, such methods neglect the transport and redistribution of the electronic energy, which is one of the issues that the 2T-MD model aims to resolve.
The continuum two-temperature model
High energy radiation events generally drive the electrons in a solid far from equilibrium. Shortly after the radiation event, usually within the femtosecond time-scale, the electrons thermalise and adopt a well-defined temperature. However, the thermalised electronic temperature will initially differ from that of the nuclei. This state of quasi-equilibrium will evolve, usually on a picosecond time-scale, to a state of equilibrium whereby the electrons and nuclei converge to the same temperature. The initial heating of the electrons and the subsequent evolution of the two temperatures can be calculated using the two-temperature model (2TM) [14] which describes the temporal and spatial evolution of the electronic ( ) and lattice ( ) temperatures via a pair of coupled thermal diffusion equations
Here is a source term representing energy deposition to the electrons as a function of space and time. Energy exchange between the lattice and electrons occurs via electron-phonon coupling which is quantified by the electron-phonon coupling constant . and are the electronic and lattice heat capacities, respectively. and are the electronic and lattice thermal conductivities. Each of these parameters may vary as a function of the respective temperatures.
The model was first applied to laser irradiation by Anisimov [15] who used it to calculate the emission current from a metal surface irradiated by a picosecond laser. It is now widely used for the analysis of ultrafast laser irradiation experiments [16] [17] [18] . The measured time evolution of the optical reflectivity may be fit to the 2TM to evaluate and and, hence, to establish the electron-phonon coupling constant. This method was used to measure the electron-phonon coupling constant of W for comparison with the value calculated using density functional theory [19] . ) values is a strong validation of the both the 2TM and the method for calculating the electron-phonon constant using DFT.
The 2TM has also been used extensively to model SHI irradiation, where it is generally referred to as the inelastic thermal spike model. SHI irradiation refers to the very high energy regime in which the elastic cross-section, and hence the nuclear stopping power, is extremely low (see figure 1) , and so electronic stopping dominates, which results in the energy being deposited via electronic excitations. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the time evolution of energy deposition and dissipation for a typical swift heavy ion event, along with the relevant timescales.
The inelastic thermal spike model uses numerical methods to solve the coupled equations (2.1, 2.2) with cylindrical symmetry [20, 21] . The effect of the SHI passing through the material is represented by the source term ( , ) which can be described by a number of models with varying sophistication. The Waligorski model [22] , extrapolated from Monte Carlo calculations of energy deposition of energetic protons in water, provides a reasonably accurate model for energy deposition in metals. In a simpler approach, energy deposition can be approximated with a Gaussian spatial variation and an exponentially decaying temporal variation. These models are, however, approximations to the complex processes that occur in femtosecond timescales, as has been demonstrated by detailed Monte Carlo models [23, 24] . The inelastic thermal spike model has a long and successful history in contributing to the understanding of the effects of SHI irradiation on materials, particularly in the interpretation of experimental measurements [25, 26] . Nevertheless, its limitations are well documented [27] . One of the most significant limitation is the assumption that all volumes of the crystal that exceed the melting point (or in some cases the boiling point) at any point in the simulation will form a highly defective region, or ion track. This assumption neglects both superheating and recrystallization and, consequently, overestimates the diameter of the damaged region or track. An improved approach involves using the inelastic thermal spike model to calculate the lattice temperature at an early stage of the simulation and initiating an MD simulation with this temperature profile [28, 29] . This goes some way towards addressing the issues, but a more comprehensive approach involves dynamic coupling between the electronic system and the lattice, such as that implemented in the 2T-MD methodologies.
Two-temperature molecular dynamics
Two-temperature molecular dynamics aims to address some of the limitations of the two-temperature model and MD by combining the advantages of the two methods. The justification for the model is that the MD equation of motion is substituted for the lattice thermal diffusion equation 2.2 in the 2TM. The precise mechanism by which the electrons and lattice exchange energy differs with implementation [1, 2, 4, 5] but, in each case, the energy lost/gained by the electrons via electronphonon coupling (the second term of the left-hand side of 2.1) is gained/lost by the lattice via a thermostat that depends on the local electronic temperature. The methodology of [7, 30] takes inspiration from the Caro and Victoria approach [11] and employs a Langevin thermostat for energy exchange. The MD equation of motion for a particle with mass m and velocity v is = − +̃
2.3
Here the friction term − is introduced to represent energy loss by electronic stopping and the stochastic force ̃ serves to deposit energy to the lattice from the electrons via electron-phonon coupling. The temperature for the Langevin thermostat in equation 2.3 is the local electronic temperature which evolves according to the electronic thermal diffusion equation 2.1.
Figure 2: A schematic representation of the energy deposition and dissipation for a SHI irradiation event.
In 2T-MD, the thermal diffusion equation 2.1 that describes the electronic subsystem is numerically integrated concurrently with the MD equations, with energy being exchanged between the two subsystems at each MD time step. A finite difference scheme, such as the forward in time, centred in space, Euler method of explicit time-stepping, is employed for the numerical solution of the electronic thermal diffusion equation. Note that the finite difference time step is generally several orders of magnitude smaller than the MD time step. Such a small integration time step is required for the electronic subsystem due to the rapidity with which the electronic energy diffuses spatially. Much larger time steps could be used, greatly accelerating these calculations, if the integration were carried out by a (semi)implicit integrator. However, we are unaware of any implementations of 2T-MD that currently employ a (semi)implicit integrator in three dimensions, although the semi-implicit CrankNicolson method has been applied in one dimension [31] .
Different radiation scenarios can be modelled using different initial and boundary conditions, with some examples represented schematically in figure 3. For laser irradiation, the area of the laser spot is usually much larger than the area examined by the detector, in which case lateral diffusion may be neglected and so the laser irradiation of films can be modelled by employing two-dimensional periodicity in the MD simulation cell and modelling the electronic subsystem with a one-dimensional grid (figure 3a). The laser pulse is assumed to be homogeneous in the lateral direction with an exponentially decaying spatial variation in the perpendicular (z) direction, with a decay length equal to the optical penetration depth . The pulse is assumed to be Gaussian in time with a pulse width determined by the full width half maximum (FWHM) . Thus, the source term has the following functional form:
Here is the absorbed fluence and 0 is the time corresponding to the maximum of the laser pulse. If the film is sufficiently thin then the depth-dependence may be averaged over, and the entire electronic subsystem modelled homogeneously, i.e. without explicit spatial diffusion. On the other hand, thick films may be modelled with the use of non-reflecting, heat conducting boundary conditions [32] to account for heat transport and pressure transmission into the bulk region of the film [2] , where the continuum 2TM is extended beyond the atomistic region.
Figure 3: Schematic representation of 2T-MD simulations for (a) laser irradiation (b) SHI irradiation and (c) cascade simulations. The shaded blocks represent the MD simulation cells while the superimposed grid represents the electronic subsystem.
By contrast, the source term for SHI irradiation (figure 2b) is often assumed to have a two-dimensional Gaussian spatial variation (width σ) and an exponentially decaying time variation (decay time τ) and has the following functional form, ( , ) = ( ) −1 − / where ( ) = √2 2 exp (− 2 2 ) and the normalisation constant is chosen such that = ∬ 2 ( , ). Here is the perpendicular distance from the ion path and is the electronic stopping power. Generally, one is interested in simulating bulk behaviour and so it is necessary to impose three-dimensional periodicity on the MD simulation cell. Ideally, the simulation cell would be large enough that the energy in the two subsystems, including the pressure waves generated in the lattice by the irradiation event, would dissipate before reaching the boundaries of the cell. However, this would usually require cells far too large for practical simulation. Instead, it is common to extend the electronic grid far beyond the MD cell in the perpendicular (x and y) directions. This extended electron grid enables the electronic energy to be transported far from the volume of the initial deposition, thus simulating electronic heat transport into the bulk material. Robin's (variable flux) boundary conditions are then imposed on the electronic grid in the x and y directions to simulate Newton's law of cooling at these boundaries, while either closed (von Neumann) or periodic boundary conditions are imposed in the z direction. In addition to this measure, a stochastic thermostat may be applied to the atoms at the confines of the simulation cell to attenuate pressure waves.
Both laser irradiation and SHI irradiation are associated with energy deposition directly into the electronic system. Low to moderate ion irradiation (figure 2c), on the other hand, initially deposits energy to the atoms of a material. In these cases, the initial conditions involve assigning a high velocity to one atom in the simulation cell, as in a cascade simulation. Three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions are used for the atomistic MD cell and the electronic cell extends well beyond the atomistic cell in all three dimensions. Robin's variable flux boundary conditions may be applied to all boundaries of the electronic cell to simulate heat conduction beyond the cell boundary or, alternatively, a Green's function method can be employed, as in [4] . In cascade simulations, the energy, at least initially, is transferred from the lattice to the electrons as is higher than . It should be noted, however, that defining the lattice temperature is challenging in the early stages of a cascade simulation because the atomic velocity distribution is far from equilibrium, as a small number of atoms have velocities well in excess of the mean. Indeed, the concept of electron-phonon coupling is poorly defined in this far from equilibrium regime. Electronic stopping is, however, very significant in this early regime, therefore a logical strategy is to employ frictional losses only in the early simulation to represent electronic stopping. After thermalisation of the atomic velocities, which can be signalled by an equalization of the potential and kinetic energies of the atoms, the stochastic force is switched on. Thus, the exchange mechanism switches from electronic stopping in the high velocity, far-from-equilibrium regime to electron-phonon coupling in the close-to-equilibrium regime. Note that equilibrium here really refers to thermal quasiequilibrium since the nuclei may still be out of equilibrium with the electrons, meaning that they have different temperatures.
In the radiation scenarios discussed above, not only are the material parameters ( , , ) required for the model, but also the electronic temperature dependence of these parameters. The dependencies of and are sensitive to the shape of the density of states close to the Fermi level. Good approximations to the electronic temperature dependence of and can be obtained from the finite temperature generalization of density functional theory [33] . The electronic heat capacity is calculated from ( ) = , where E is the internal energy. The Te dependence of the electron phonon coupling is given by:
Here G0 is the ground state electron phonon coupling parameter, is the density of states , ( ) is the density of states at the fermi level and f is the Fermi Dirac distribution. It should be noted that these calculations generally use the ground state approximation for the exchange correlation free energy, however, this has been shown to be a good approximation for most relevant scenarios [34] . Lin et al. [35] have calculated the temperature dependence of the electronic heat capacity and the electron phonon coupling for a wide range of fcc and bcc metals. The results are presented in tabulated form on their web page [36] therefore obtaining the Te dependent parameters for these metals is straight forward. The Te dependent parameters for other metals, or alloys, would need to be calculated using DFT with the equations presented above.
The same method can be used to calculate the Te dependent electronic heat capacity of insulators and semiconductors for application in 2T-MD. In these materials is zero at low because there is insufficient thermal energy to excite electrons across the gap. As is very sensitive to the size of the bandgap, it is necessary to employ a DFT functional that correctly reproduces this feature, as it has been demonstrated that different functionals produce very different degrees of damage in SHI simulations of silicon [37] . Calculating the dependence of for band gap materials is more challenging as ( )is zero in these materials so equation 3.1 diverges. The electron phonon coupling is generally considered to be constant in bandgap materials and the value is obtained by fitting to pump probe reflectivity experiments [38] .
The dependence of the thermal conductivity, on the electronic and lattice temperatures is complex and depends on the level of excitation. The expression ( , ) = , where is the fermi velocity and and are material dependent parameters, is appropriate for most temperature ranges that are relevant to 2T-MD simulations. Rethfeld et al. [39] survey several alternative approximations that are valid for low ( , ≪ 1 / ) and high ( > ) temperatures and the reader is referred to this review for a more comprehensive survey.
Some studies [40] of band gap materials have implemented the equations of van Driel [41] which include, in addition to the two temperatures, the density of conduction electrons, n, as a parameter. This parameter evolves according to an extra differential equation that captures the diffusion, generation, and recombination processes of the carriers. Such an approach has the advantage that the heat capacity can be written straightforwardly as a function of the new parameter, = 3 . However, the addition of the electron density into the model is, at best, superfluous. This is because the two-temperature model necessarily assumes the electrons to always be in a state of (quasi)equilibrium in order to have a well-defined temperature. But in (quasi)equilibrium, the electronic temperature and carrier density are related in a well-defined way. Any function of the carrier density may therefore be written as a function of the electronic temperature. On the other hand, including the carrier density as an independent parameter leads to errors since, in practice, the carrier density and electronic temperature do not evolve in perfect tandem.
Electronic temperature dependent potentials
The effects of electronic stopping and electron-phonon coupling can be captured by the 2T-MD model in situations where the material parameters, and their temperature dependences, are known. However, high electronic excitations also affect the interactions between atoms in a material. In band gap materials, the bonds between the atoms are weakened due to excitation of electrons from bonding to antibonding orbitals. Whereas in metals, the changed interactions are a result of the redistribution of the electronic density. Sudden changes in interatomic interactions induce a sudden change in the potential energy surface and, consequently, large forces on the atoms, and these can induce rapid phase transformations or melting. Such effects are often referred to as non-thermal or photo-induced phase transformations and lattice distortions [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] .
To accurately simulate the dynamics of materials in response to electronic excitations it is necessary to capture the effects of the modified interatomic interactions. This can, in principle, be achieved by employing a set of interatomic potentials that depend explicitly on the local electronic temperature. As the spatial and temporal dependence of is monitored during 2T-MD simulations, it is possible to locally modify the interatomic interactions dynamically during the simulation, and this possibility has initiated the development of such dependent potentials for Au [49] , Si [50, 51] and W [52] . A strategy has been developed that enabled rapid fitting of potentials to finite-temperature DFT calculations of the free energy as a function of lattice parameter for a wide range of [53] . The W potentials calculated using the method captured the essential effects of increased lattice parameters and decreased melting temperatures as increases and reproduced the solid-solid phase transformation that were observed in ab initio MD simulations. We note, however, that the W potentials were incorrectly fitted to the DFT free energies rather than the energies. The argument for fitting to the free energy was that, in DFT calculations, forces are evaluated by differentiating the free energy, and so it is with respect to the free energy that the structures are minimised. However, for implementation reasons, these forces are evaluated in the adiabatic limit whereby differentiating the appropriate free energy is equivalent to differentiating the energy but in the isothermal limit [54] . Since the potentials are parametrised by a temperature, it follows that the potentials should be fitted to the energy.
Modelling radiation effects with 2T-MD
In this section we discuss examples of the application of 2T-MD modelling to a range of radiation scenarios, including laser irradiation, swift heavy ion irradiation and moderate energy ion irradiation. We also discuss the development and implementation of electronic temperature dependent potentials that aim to capture the effects of electronic excitation on atomic interactions. The 2T-MD model has been implemented in the commonly used MD codes, LAMMPS [56] and it will also be implemented in the next release version of DL_POLY (DL_POLY_v4.09) [57] . Typically, the model adds a negligible cost to the overall simulation performance since the force field evaluations still dominate the run-time. However, in calculations that have a highly non-uniform spatial distribution of thermal energy, such as in the early stages of a SHI simulation, the electronic integration can become a bottleneck because very small time-steps are required to maintain stability. Future implementations, however, may avoid this slowdown by using a (semi)implicit integration scheme rather than explicit integration. The Au nanofilms, the SHI simulations and cascade simulations discussed in this section were performed using the 2T-MD version of DL_POLY.
Laser irradiation
Modelling of ultrafast laser ablation has recently been reviewed by Rethfeld et al. [39] who provide a comprehensive set of examples. The 2T-MD modelling of laser irradiation has been pioneered by Zhiglei et al., who have modelled the kinetics of laser induced melting [1] , the time evolution of the diffraction peak intensities [3] , the generation of defects [58] , and the generation of surface nanostructures [59] . The accuracy of these simulations was enhanced by the calculation of dependent parameters ( and ) obtained from DFT-derived densities of states [35] .
A recent combined experimental/2T-MD study on Au nanofilms produced remarkable agreement between the calculated and measured time evolution of the diffraction peak intensities [60] . The pump-probe experiments irradiated thin (10 nm and 35 nm) single crystal Au films with a 95 fs laser pulse and a range of fluences, and measured the time evolution of the diffraction peaks using ultrafast electron diffraction with relativistic 3 MeV electrons. The 2T-MD simulation modelled films with the same thicknesses and on the same time-scale, giving a rare opportunity to calculate and measure the same quantity over the same length and time-scales. The excellent agreement for a range of fluences (see, for example, figure 4) served to validate both the model and the dependent thermal parameters. It provided a detailed atomistic level description of both the transient atomic structure and the dynamics of laser induced melting. 
SHI irradiation
Irradiating materials with very energetic ions shares some features with laser irradiation, in that the radiation energy is initially deposited in the electrons before being transferred to atoms via electronphonon coupling. The geometry of the energy deposition is different, however. In laser irradiation there is a two-dimensional slab on the surface of the material that is excited whereas during SHI irradiation a cylindrical volume along the ion path is excited. The first 2T-MD simulations of SHI used a simple deposition model and investigated the effect of varying the heat capacity and thermal conductivity on the number of residual defects, in order to investigate conditions under which electrons were acting as storage or dissipation mechanisms [61] . More recent simulations on bcc and fcc metals found that Fe was more susceptible to SHI damage than W [62] due to both the lower melting temperature and higher electron-phonon coupling of Fe. An interesting feature of the damage created in both metals was the creation of interstitial type dislocation loops close to, and oriented along, the ion path. Isolated vacancies formed a halo around the dislocation loops ( figure 5 ). These defect configurations contrast strongly with those created by cascade simulations, where the interstitials are generally located near the edges of the damaged region. In the SHI simulations, the formation of vacancies during the crystallization of the cylindrical melt region leads to an excess of atoms at the center of the track. These excess atoms form interstitial clusters which subsequently collapse to form dislocation loops. Note that, whereas the electronic energy deposition is homogeneous along the path, the final defect structure is inhomogeneous. Both fcc metals (Cu and Ni) were found to be resistant to damage. Ni was a particularly interesting case because it was the decrease in the electron-phonon coupling at high , due to the low density of states above the Fermi level, that was found to be responsible for the resistance to damage, because the electronic energy diffused away from the ion path before it transferred to the atoms by electron-phonon coupling. [63] in OVITO [64] [50] . The dislocations were also detected using OVITO [65] .
Recent 2T-MD simulations on U-Mo alloys [66] demonstrated that point defects could be created in these alloys below the melt threshold. This effect was attributed to a solid-solid structural phase transformation induced by the irradiation and also the small formation energy of Frenkel pairs in these alloys. Such alloys with complex phase structures may be expected to display a rich variety of track structures in response to SHI irradiation.
A limited number of 2T-MD SHI simulations have been carried out on semiconducting and insulating materials. The presence of a band gap in such materials introduces additional challenges as electrons must be excited to the conduction band before they can transport energy and transfer energy to the nuclei. An extended version of the 2TM, previously discussed, which includes an additional conservation equation for the electron density, has been used extensively to model laser irradiation in Si [41] and a similar method was used for SHI irradiation of Si [67] . The model was coupled to MD to give an extended version of 2T-MD and used to model SHI irradiation in Ge [68] . As argued above, however, the use of the electron density as an additional parameter is unnecessary, and other studies of SHI irradiation in Si [37] , UO2 [69] and SiO2 [70] have omitted it.
Cascade simulations
The first 2T-MD simulations of low energy cascades were performed for the calculation of the electronic temperature rise due to 5 keV Ag atom bombardments of impacts of (111) Ag surfaces [4, 5] . The 2T-MD model has recently been used to simulate high PKA energy (300 keV and 500 keV) in W [71] and Fe [72] . The advantage of using the 2T-MD model to simulate cascades in metals is that the model captures the effects of electronic thermal conductivity, which are absent in classical MD simulations. Daraszewicz [73] performed a comprehensive investigation of the sensitivity of residual defects to a range of parameters in 50 keV cascades in Fe. One such parameter is the lower cut-off for implementation of the electronic stopping (friction) term in the MD equations of motion. It is necessary to include such a cut-off as, in the absence of electron-phonon coupling to return energy to the atoms, the friction will eventually freeze out all atomic motion, but the values chosen in previous studies have been somewhat arbitrary. A value of twice the cohesive energy is often used but le Page et al. have proposed a value of 0.6 eV [74] . The number of residual defects was found to decrease linearly with increasing stopping power cut-off, as increasing the cut-off increased the average kinetic energy of the atoms in the cascade. The impact of including electron-phonon coupling was also investigated. Electron-phonon coupling can have two competing effects, depending on the balance between heat diffusion and electron-phonon coupling; reduced defect numbers due to quenching of the cascade before maximum defect formation or increased defect numbers due to reduced defect recombination if the cascade is quenched after the maximum in defect formation. For the set of simulations presented in [73] and [75] , implementing electron-phonon coupling, in addition to electronic stopping, resulted in an increase in the number of residual defects. The results were also found to be sensitive to the simulation time at which the electron-phonon coupling was switched on. The general conclusions from the current studies of cascades using 2T-MD are that much care is required when choosing parameters for the model, as results are quite sensitive to these parameters.
Electronic temperature dependent potentials
The simulations discussed above were all performed with interatomic potentials that were developed for near equilibrium conditions, thus they do not account for any changes in interatomic interactions that may be induced by electronic excitations. It is, however, generally accepted that exciting the electrons in a solid will modify the interactions between the constituent atoms, and these effects should be accounted for in atomistic simulations of highly excited solids. The effects of excited electrons on structural dynamics of graphite and silicon have been successfully modelled using ab initio MD based on tight-binding [76, 77] and DFT [78] [79] [80] . In all cases, excitation of electrons from the valence band to the conduction band resulted in bond weakening and, above a critical density of excited electrons, rapid melting. The calculation of phonon dispersion for high electronic temperatures in metals reveals bond softening or hardening and even lattice instabilities. In the case of W, it was noted that an unstable phonon mode appeared at an electronic temperature of 15,000 K and further investigation revealed that this mode signalled an instability in the bcc crystal structure [81] . In fact, it was demonstrated that both the fcc and hcp crystal structures were stable above an electronic temperature of 15,000 K and the barrier for the transformation from bcc to fcc disappears at 20,000 K. This effect was investigated further using ab initio MD at high electronic temperature and it was found that the bcc crystal transformed to fcc in a time frame of 1 ps at 20,000 K [53] .
Such ab initio simulations have made enormous contributions to the understanding of the effects of high electronic excitations on structural dynamics, although such simulations are necessarily limited to a few thousand atoms. To extend simulations to the millions of atoms required to gain full structural information about the effect of high energy radiation it is necessary to include the effect of the modified interactions in classical simulations. One recent strategy is to derive a set of interatomic potentials that depend on the electronic temperature, using data from finite-temperature DFT for fitting, as described in section 2. An electronic temperature dependent potential was used successfully to reproduce the bcc to fcc transition at a high electronic temperature [53] , in spite of the fact that the fcc data set was not used in the fitting procedure.
The number of simulations that have utilised dependent potentials is very limited, probably due to the lack of implementation of the method in common large-scale MD codes. Simulations of Daraszewicz et al. employed a modified version of the Au potential [49] in the laser irradiation models. They found that the low fluence simulations gave excellent agreement with the ultrafast electron diffraction measurements of the diffraction peak intensity following femtosecond laser irradiation [60] . At high fluence, however, the simulations employing the ground state potentials gave poor agreement as they showed slower melting of the crystal than experimental measurements. Employing a modified version of [49] , which captured the bond softening associated with the excited electrons, enabled the simulations to again give excellent agreement with experiment [82] . This is a concrete example of modified interactions at high electronic excitation. Electronic temperature dependent potentials have been found to reduce the melting temperature of electronically excited W and increase the velocity of the melt front in simulations of laser induced melting of W films [83] .
One important issue that has been entirely neglected in previous 2T-MD simulations that employ dependent potentials is energy conservation. As described in section 2.4, varying the interatomic potentials will necessarily change the energy of the system, which must be compensated for. A method for conserving energy has recently been derived and should form the basis for future studies that employ dependent potentials [55] .
Summary and Outlook
There has been a rapidly growing interest in materials modification by radiation in recent years due to the potential of such processing methods to create nanostructure and induce rapid phase changes. The interest from a technological perspective has been accompanied by a corresponding increase in method development. In this review we have focussed on augmented classical models, 2T-MD in particular, but ab initio methods such as correlated electron ion dynamics (CEID) [84] [85] [86] have provided deep insights into the fundamental processes that are involved when an energetic ion moves through a solid. In addition, time-dependent density functional theory [87, 88] has been used to model the electronic energy loss mechanisms directly. In the future it is hoped that ab initio methods will not only offer fundamental insight, but they will be used to calculate the parameters, such as thermal conductivity and electronic stopping, required for large scale simulations. The development of ultrafast characterisation tools and ever more powerful high-performance computers is bringing experiment and modelling ever closer together in time and length scales, which will ultimately enable the modelling tools to predict the structural evolution at an atomic resolution for real experimental systems.
